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Young Asian Communicators become 'SIGNIS Global CommLab' Graduates!
World Catholic Association
for Social Communication

Focus on the Marginalised
Neelavathi, around whom the film was made, was a victim of
gender discrimination and social stigma. She had attempted to
commit suicide thrice in the past, but later emerged as a leader and
began to empower other women to face challenges in life, thanks to
the training given by Salesian Sisters. It was a story of selfdetermination and self-confidence.
Neelavathi delightfully watched her on the screen. When asked to
share a few words, she said emphatically, 'We are so happy to see
our minds well depicted in the videos. Thanks to these young
people for their great work. Let the poor women of this country feel
that they are not alone'!
This is the power of video journalism. The message, 'go to people,
observe and capture the reality, use it for educating and
empowering the marginalised sections of the society' was well
registered in the minds of the participants.

It was 12th September around 11.30 am in Chennai. All the
participants and the organisers of Commlab 2018 had assembled in
the course hall of Don Bosco Institute of Communication Arts
(DBICA) for the screening of the final projects. Sr. Sharmila, the
Director of ARUVYE and the Head of Social Action Wing of Salesian
Sisters of Chennai Province along with her local coordinators on
whom the participants had made their films was also present for the
screening.
Ms. Lyka, a participant from Philippines came forward to introduce
her group's film. 'I thank God for the great opportunity to film Ms.
Neelavathi who is an embodiment of self-confidence and a great
model for suppressed women in the society' said Lyka with tears on
her eyes. She could not continue further and she began to weep
literally.
That was a moment of shock for all of us. Everyone was gripped
with emotions. It was a moment for all of us to realise the
involvement of the participants in their projects.
Signis Asia Focus - January 2019
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SA CommLab Programme
motivate, encourage and
recognize their creative talents
in social communications; to
challenge their call, through
sharing of faith, work and life
experience.
Based on Catholic Social
Teaching's, Social
Communication documents
and Laudato Si, using theory
and practice, the program has
been designed to empower a
new generation of Catholic
communicators with a mission to produce multimedia
communicators imbued with a keen critical sense of media, based
on church teaching. They will be the catalysts for a dynamic
Catholic initiatives towards building a 'Culture of Peace' both
within a network of sister institutions and in public media.
So far, Commlab programmes have been held in Asia (Thailand,
Cambodia, Malaysia, India) Canada, Rome, Latin America and
Africa.

Grip over the Grass-root Level
The other two groups made films on a Self Help Group member
Shanthi, who brought up her entire family by selling home-made tea
filters and Sasi who maintains a roof garden in her small house and
lives by selling home-made low cost ornaments.
After having identified the subject, all three groups visited the area,
contacted people, interacted with them, collected information,
prepared the script and shooting script, shot the necessary footage,
edited, recorded the voice, added the titles and finally evaluated
them thoroughly for needed improvement.
At the end of the programme, they looked fully charged and
motivated enough and promised to continue their mission in their
respective countries as video journalists.

The Course Content
The outline of the training include:
1. Critical thinking about Media : How to analyse
and understand media, how it works, who controls it, whom it
benefits, and how it forms our values and points of view,
economics of mass media and culture, media and

Commlab – Origin, Vision and Mission
Since 2009, through its Global Media Education program, SIGNIS
has promoted Video Journalists (VJ) workshops (renamed
Communications Lab) and otherwise sought the participation of
young Catholics in its projects in different regions of the world.
The project envisions a new instance of forming and empowering
young Catholic communicators as agents for change for a Culture of
Peace within and other Catholic organizations. The hope is to
provide a sustainable framework for follow-up, as well as the
development of concrete initiatives with partner institutions.
The challenge is to bring together young persons from various
countries/regions serving in the field of social communications; to
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inclusion, Church teaching on media and alternatives to mass
media.
2) Appropriate Media Language :
Knowing the audience, presenting the Good News in secular,
pluralistic or non-Christian cultures, Internal vs. External
messaging, Storytelling, Reporting, Investigating: different means
3. Media Strategy : Media formats and uses, especially online. Why
effective media today is multimedia. Strengthening the group's
media strategy
4) Media for a Culture of Peace : To be a media educator/producer
for a Culture of Peace with thorough participant evaluation of
workshop while on site
5. Media Practicum : Creation of a short media piece on the reality
and critiquing of each piece.

The participants include Lyka Lakindanum and Angelino M Chan
from the Philippines, Pengpadit Thongasamy from Laos, Bac Ngoc
Phuc from Vietnam, Yaman Rai from Nepal, Cristopher Adisurya
from Indonesia, Effian Fiddy Fredoline from Malaysia, Thri K Vaw
from Myanmar, Bruno Thappa, Noel John Marshal and Gracia from
India.
The organising team include Eljay, the founder of Commlab concept
and the Globel Coordinator of Commlab programme, Dr. Magi, the
Chair of Signis Asia Media Education Desk, the former trainees

Pan Asian Participation in Chennai
Eleven members from eight countries participated in the twelve day
intensive programme held in Chennai, from 2-13 September 2018 at
DBICA (Don Bosco Institute of Communication Arts) organised by
Signis Asia in Collaboration with SIGNIS WORLD.
Signis Asia Focus - January 2019
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Stanely from India, Van Sambath from Cambodia and Edgar from
Indonesia who have become the members of the training team, and
the local support Gengai Kumar and Amrutha Pragasam from India.

'I am amazed to see the creative works of these children in a short
span of time, I have no words to express my appreciation and
gratitude for their commitment for the poor', said Sr. Sharmila, the
Salesian Sister who provided all logistic support to document the
transformation processes of those poor women. Mr. Amalraj, a
documentary film maker who was invited to evaluate the films
appreciated the participants for their work while making useful
suggestions for improvement.
'It is a great moment for us to cherish for a long time to come' said
the participants after receiving the certificates from the hands of
liberated women, Sasi and Neelavathi.

Learning through Doing
Throughout the course, participants were learning through doing a
series of projects. They started with taking photographs and
produced PSAs with mobile phones.
Their second project titled 'Life after Tsunami' documented the
gory past of tsunami victims and the sustained hope of people living
along the shores of Marina beach which witnessed tsunami on
December 26, 2004.
The participants registered the feelings of the tsunami survivors in
their videos. 'Every time we come here we are reminded of
tsunami. But life is all about hope and we move on with the hope'
said Laxmi, a commerce graduate who lives with a meagre income
through 'merry go round wheel' for children. The other group
focused on pollution that stressed the need to safeguard our
common home for future generation.
Their final projects revealed their spirit, knowledge and the skills
gained during the programme. All the three documentaries revolved
around the empowerment processes of poor women.
Signis Asia Focus - January 2019
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SA Radio Training

SIGNIS ASIA RADIO TRAINING
Philippines, November5-9, 2018

Background of the Programme
The Radio Desk strategy include : 1) Sharing of experiences in radio
at the regional level for fraternity, fellowship and linking up 2)
Exchanging information on Radio Programs and 3) Building
partnerships and collaboration with other entities at the national
and international level.
During the Radio Seminar and workshop in 2016 in Indonesia, the
participants prepared an action plan with the activities such as
sharing and networking, advocacy, fostering creativity and dealing
with business and training.
The result expected from the 2018 seminar were, 'enhanced
networking among radio professionals at the national and
international levels, sharing on the execution of action plans agreed
upon during the workshop in 2016, and networking among
community radio stations, the public and alternative media'.

New technologies have given Radio an important role in connecting
people and transforming the identity of the radio into a social radio.
Radio, especially 'community radio' remains one of the most
effective media in the world today and is especially important in
parts of Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Pacific.
SIGNIS supports the development of community radio and Catholic
radio stations, and promotes existing radio networks and
associations. There are dozens of Catholic radio networks and
associations across the globe. These networks are in Latin America,
Europe and Africa. SIGNIS does not intend to establish its own
Catholic radio networks. Rather, it seeks to reinforce existing
networks and encourage interaction among networks to enhance
the shared learning experience. SIGNIS policy is one of subsidiary
and promotes professional collaboration.
Signis Asia Radio Desk organised a Radio Training on the theme
'Radio - Supporting the Development of Catholic and Community
Radio' from 5 – 9, November 2018 at Communication Foundation for
Asia, Manila, The Philippines.
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Twenty participants, mostly young, related to the field of radio from
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During the programme, Fr.
Filoteo C. Pelingon, MSC, the
CFA President, spoke on 'How
can communication be
relevant to social
development?'.
Widi
presented a video production
titled 'Radio changes life' to
refresh the memory on the
training conducted in 2016,
and read the message from
Father Paul Samasumo, the
Vice President of SIGNIS
World who had reminded the
particpants that our dream is eventually to create within SIGNIS
world an international and vibrant 'Catholic radio network' that
meets from time to time to share ideas and to learn from each other.
Francis shared the Business Model of Podcasts in Korea. Fr. Francis
Lucas emphasized on the principles of Community Based Radio.
The closing mass on the 9th November was led by the Social
Communication Chair of CBCP, Bishop Hubert Vergara DD.
The participants produced a series of radio programmes applying all
the skills learnt and also evaluated them objectively for
improvement.
At the end of the programme, a group discussion was held by the
members which emphasised on the importance of the network
among Signis members in Asia and how to go about it.
A five member Signis Asia Radio desk committee was formed with

Bangladesh, Cambodia, India, Indonesia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka,
Timor Leste and Philippines attended the programme.
During the five day programme, the participants were able to share
their experiences with one another and engage in joint productions
and discussed ways and means to network all radio activities at
Asian level.
The facilitating team included, Mr. Bernard F. Cañaberal, President
of SIGNIS Philippines, Fr. Anton Pascual, a Radio Professional of
Radio Veritas, Philippines, Mr. Seungwal Francis Kim, Radio
Professional and the Treasurer of SIGNIS Asia, Fr. Francis Lucas of
Catholic Media Network, Fr. Anthonius G A Lalu, President of
SIGNIS Indonesia, Ms. Bernadetta Widiandajani, Radio Professional
and the Secretary of Signis Asia and the Chair of Signis Asia Radio
desk.
The topics dealt during the programme included, the character of
sound & basic skills of audio production, watching the radio, web
radio and social and the power of streaming, supporting of the
development of the radio community, usage of audio contents in the
digital era, and community radio opportunities and challenges.
The participants also visited Manila Broadcasting Company (MBC),
the largest Radio Network of the Philippines, ALIW Broadcasting
Corporation (ABC) and Radio Veritas. They also had an audience
with the Cardinal Luis Antonio Tagle.
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Widi, Francis Kim, Bernard (Radio Veritas Philippines), Fr. Balthasar
(Radio Tirilolok-Indonesia) and Fr. Bulbul (Bangladesh) as its
members.
The evaluation by members indicated that the objectives of the
programmes were fulfilled by one hundred percent. The hospitality,
schedule, food and venue, resource materials, the celebration of
holy mass, exposure to local culture, happy hours etc were very
much appreciated by the participants.
At the end, Widi, behalf of Signis Asian Board, thanked His
Excellency Cardinal Luis Antonio Tagle and Bishop Hubert Vergara
DD, Bernard, the President of Signis Philippines, Fr. Jojo, Pie and
the team, the facilitators and participants, and all who contributed
towards making this training a big success. She concluded by
saying, 'We hope this wonderful experience in Philippines will
encourage us to run effective radio programs through digital links
and networks, especially in realizing our action plans'.
- By Bernadetta Widiandajani,
Chair, SA Radio Desk and Secretary, Signis Asia
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Signis Asian Assembly cum Seminar 2018

Fake News vs Media for Peace
Bishop Prathan in his opening address shared about 'Fake News
versus Media for Peace'. He said that the present platforms of social
media are fast, easy and powerful tools for disseminating news and
information. They are also easy tools to spread the fake news. It is
our challenge to constantly strive for truth in words and deeds.
In a video presentation, Ms. Helen Osman, President of SIGNIS
World, appreciated and encouraged the SAA delegates for their
good work and reminded the words of Pope Francis to embrace
everything that promotes goodness and confront which tends to
isolate, divide and destroy.
Fr. Anucha Chaiyadej, explained about the logo of the assembly
which represented symbolically the unity, peace, love and duty in

The SIGNIS Asia Regional Assembly cum Seminar for the year 2018
was held at Saint Gabriel Foundation of Bangkok, Thailand from 1218 August 2018 on the theme 'Fake News versus Media for Peace'
hosted by the Catholic Social Communication office of Thailand.
Well-known and competent speakers on Catholic media
communications such as Dr. Chainarong Montienvichienchai,
professors from Assumption University and priests from the media
field addressed the assembly.
The need for right and correct information especially in the social
media to prevent the negative impact and misunderstandings in
the society was discussed at length in the seminar.
The Inaugural Mass
On August 13, 2018, the inaugural Mass was celebrated by His
Excellency Bishop Joseph Prathan Sridarunsil, Chairman of the
Commission for Social Communication, Bishop James Romen of
Bangladesh and Fr. Joseph Anucha Chaiyadej, the SIGNIS Asia
President.
The Thai dance performance by the students of the Assumption
Convent School to welcome the delegates impressed everyone
present there. Around 48 delegates participated in the assembly
from 14 countries with one Bishop, 28 priests, five nuns and 14 lay
members along with resource persons who came to share their
experiences.
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followed by Dr. Magimai Pragasam on 'Media education and
Fake news'. The speakers focused on the strategies the Catholic
communicators can use in meeting the challenges posed by the
fake news menace.
On the 15th August, the delegates visited the 'Chanel 3 and True
Vision' television channels as part of the field exposure. They
interacted with the media professionals in the channel on fake
news and how they are able to contain fake news in their
channels. In the evening, the delegates joined the Thai Catholic
community in Bangkok to celebrate the Mass on the solemnity of
the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary at the Assumption
Cathedral.
- Udomsarn

The keynote speaker, Dr. Chainarong Montienvichienchai and
Dr. Ratchada Montienvichienchai talked about the phenomenon of
fake news that we encounter everyday in various media platforms.
'Fake news target individuals, institutions and high profile persons
in society and even the Church. To prevent the spread of fake news
a fact check of the sources of information is the need of the hour’
said Dr. Chainarong. He also answered the questions from the floor.
Fr. Anthony Le Duc shared on 'Fake News in Digital Media'
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Glimpses from SAA 2018 in Bangkok

“The Keynote Presentation on 'Fake News vs Media for Peace'
by Dr. Chainarong Montheienvichienchai brought us through the
history of SIGNIS to inspire us that media should be used for
peace and new evangelisation. He said that the fakenews are
spreading of misinformation and deliberate attempts to make
false stories are not new. It has been there in the media for a
long time.
The other presenters also brought forth similarities in reminding us
that “A lie gets halfway around the world before the truth has a
chance to get its pants or shoes on”, a quote attributed to Winston
Churchill.
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Dr. Magi emphasised the need for the young to be equipped with
media education and critical thinking skills to help make a change
in society's behaviour for the future. We also need to come up with
creative techniques to sow seeds of peace with professionalism and
in faith. To shift from being passive viewers to active participants,
we need to become role models to others and to be transparent in
our doings.
Tae Pakawat noted that people need to be engaged and touched by
the content that we create. We need to remind ourselves to witness
the truth and connect with others, and not be afraid to speak up and
break down blocks and barriers.
Dr. Theethavat gave us an insight into how the past can help us
understand the future, using the definitions of propaganda and how
it relates to society's beliefs. Using the concept of the
3S's – system (technology), society and self, we can
continue to fight and prevent fake news.
Ms. Apinya's sharing on the challenges of the young
in the digital media age provided us with the push to
dialogue and accompany the young on their journey to
lead a purposeful and meaningful life.
The presenters provided us with suitable examples,
case studies and information throughout the sessions.
The Q & A sessions after each presentation were also
helpful in highlighting the needs and concerns of
communicators in the church of Asia today.”
- Adeline James, Malaysia
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STATEMENT
SIGNIS Asia Assembly 2018, Bangkok, Thailand

We, the members of SIGNIS Asia, about fifty (50) participants from
fourteen (14) countries, met in Bangkok from 12 to 18 August, 2018
to discuss and deliberate on the topic 'Fake News versus Media for
Peace', firmly believe that we need to stand for truth, be the voice
for the voiceless, and be committed to seek alternatives to bring
about a culture of peace amidst chaos and confusion created by
fake news in society today.

Francis, we resolve to counter falsehood, rethorical slogans and
sensational headlines to restore peace and truth in society across all
media platforms.
We resolve to bring focus back on media education through various
channels, rediscover the dignity of journalism and media ethics and
take personal responsibility to communicate the truth.
To this end, we affirm to be more effective instruments of peace as
we unearth truth with courage and conviction keeping in mind the
words “the truth will set you free.” (John 8:32)

We affirm to collaborate with like-minded people, build stronger
networks, generously share resources, engage in effective
awareness-building, advocacy and strengthen the Christian faith
among the people in discovering truth.

18 August 2018
Saint Gabriel Foundation, Bangkok, Thailand

Following the World Communication Day 2018 message of Pope
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WCD 2018 Celebration

A Symposium on Fake News

The Catholic Diocese of Indore and Masihi Sanchar Ayog, Indore
jointly organized the World Communication Day 2018 on 25 August
2018 at St. Raphael School Auditorium, Indore.
A Symposium on 'Fake News' and 'Nrityanjali' a Biblical dance
performance marked the celebration unique and meaningful.
Dr. Anil Pare, a renowned judge, was the chief guest of the event
and Bishop Chacko Thottumarickal SVD was the Chairman of the
organising committee.
The programme began with a prayer song by Masihi Mandir of
Church of North India followed by the prayer by Pastor Suresh
Carlton. The word of God was read by Jean Masih while welcome
address was given by Secretary Dr. John Paul SVD.
Prolific journalists and writers from the city participated in the
symposium. The president of Indore press club Mr. Arvind Tiwari,
Mr. Pankaj Mukati from Black and White News Network, Mr. Amit
Mandloi of Patrika Newspaper and Mr. Harish Fatehchandani of
Hathway BTV were the noted media professionals present for the
symposium. They spoke about the negative impact of fake news,
their consequences, issues, difficulties and aftermaths ever since
they entered into media.
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Presenting various examples of Fake News from the news stories in
Media, they explained the way fake news have made their entry
from Social Media to Print and Electronic Media.
Accuracy of news, fact checking, doubly cross checking of a news
story by the journalists and editors, reporting truth, building an
environment of peace, etc. were some of the key points shared by
the speakers. The audience felt inspired by the speakers for their
insights and ideas.
Nrityanjali, a Bharat Natyam based Biblical dance performance on
various biblical themes by Fr. Saju George SJ and his team from
Kolkota mesmerized the audience creating a spiritual atmosphere.
Dr. Anil Pare and Bishop Chacko addressed the audience.
The 'Communication Day Award 2018' was presented to Mr. Denzil
Lobo, a Mhow historian and an author of almost 15 books. With the
felicitation of the speakers and performers by Bishop Chacko and
vote of thanks by Mr. Bapu Parmar, Editor of Masihi Akhbar, the
programme came to an end.
- By Sumit Dhanraj,
- Signis Madhya Pradesh and Chattishgarh Region, India.
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Don Bosco University Interns Host Daily Live Shows

A group of four BA Mass Communication students from Assam Don
Bosco University, Guwahati undergoing a month long campus radio
internship at Radio Salesian 90.8 FM are hosting a one-hour live
radio program from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. from Monday to Friday since
21st December 2018.
They will conclude their intense hands-on radio internship training
by 4th January 2018. Hailing from Assam, Meghalaya and
Nagaland, the interns after completion of their training hope to start
web radio back at Don Bosco University Guwahati. “On our return
after training, we are eager to start up a campus radio at Don Bosco
University,” says Shisha Mary from Meghalaya who hopes to host
her own show entitled Stories Behind Music.
Her companion from Meghalaya Mr Khrawkupar hopes to host the
show called 'This day in History'. He also adds that with the
guidance of the RJ's of Radio Salesian he wants to record and
package more shows.
Sushmita Bhowmick from Assam says, “It has been a fabulous
experience with the RJ's, going on field trips, conducting live
Signis Asia Focus - January 2019

interviews, learning about handling sound mixers, etc.” She also
adds “The RJs' have been a constant support throughout our
internship period.”
“I am now ready to handle live mic,“ says a confidant and poised
Theja from Nagaland as she assures RJ Samir, her mentor at Radio
Salesian. She adds that, “these had been a good learning
experience, helping me to develop my personality.”
The idea of radio internship blossomed after the visit of two Don
Bosco University faculty members last October. The intern's live
show may be heard on Google app “Listen2MyRadio” available at
laystore.
After downloading and installing the app, type 'Radiosalesian' in
the search box and presto you can listen to them live from 2 p.m. to
3 p.m. Monday to Friday and the repeat show of the same from 2
a.m. to 3 a.m.
- Fr. C. M. Paul SDB.
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Experience Sharing

What is in Sound?
Sharing of Experience by a Radio Professional!
Clump! The floor echoed a sound. It was my mother's foot step
from the kitchen. My mother who wanted to avoid making noise,
made loud noise through her footsteps at midnight and in the
early morning. When her footsteps became louder, my mind
turned heavier.
She suffered a fracture in her spine. Since she turned 90, she could
hardly move even few steps without the support of metal walker.
Her footsteps sounded like an heavy object being unloaded and
kept on the floor. As time passed by, the gap between her footsteps
became irregular. At one point of time, she couldn't make any
sound of her footstep and she passed away two years ago. My
mother's footsteps indicated her physical condition.
Based on footsteps, one can understand many things. Not only
physical condition, but also the gender and whether a person has
patience or not etc. Sound effect professional should learn how to
make footsteps.
Like footsteps, voice too can be used to understand a person's state
of mind. The experienced voice actors (also called dubbing artists in
some parts of the world) assert that they can describe characters,
figures, places, time, seasons, even costumes through voice. You
may wonder whether it is an exaggeration. The audience can hear
even the slightest difference in the sound. If someone wants to
produce an imaginative programme, he or she should have a strong
belief that 'anything can be expressed through sound'.
During the recent Radio training programme in the Philippines, I
explained the above fact to the participants. I even imitated to be a
sound actor (dubbing artist) and even demonstrated using my
footsteps. After my session, Bernard demonstrated the difference
between a male footsteps and a female footsteps which surprised
the participants.
Bernard used voice as a 20 year old student. Then he turned as a
writer, actor, director, and a radio drama manager in Manila
Broadcasting Company.
MBC was established in 1938 and it was the first radio station and
the biggest radio network in the Philippines at present. It has two
FM channels and two AM channels. It airs eight radio dramas every
day.
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Around ten voice actors perform in the radio drama studio. We saw
around Mr. Foley, a sound effect professional several props like a
small steal door etc to produce sound effects.
A participant asked him to perform a fighting sound. He lifted his
chair, put it down, bounced all the props like dishes and did
everything simultaneously to produce a sound of a fight.
When asked to perform the galloping of horse, he held coconut
shells in his hands, and produced sound by tapping them on the
floor one at a time. When the voice actor cracked a whip by voice,
his hands acted quickly and sooner the horse began to run faster.
Looking at the performance, everyone began to clasp their hands.
Mr. Gerry Mutia (45) is from a mountain village from the Mindor
Island. He spent his childhood near seas and mountains. While
helping farmers, he also listened to the transistor radio. He ran away
to Manila at the age of 14 and worked as
construction worker, plasterer, motor bike deliverer, and a manager.
Ten years ago, a friend introduced him to the Entertainer Institution
run by the Philippines legend voice actress 'Eloisa'. He started his
career as a voice actor. After five years, he was appointed as sound
effect man in the place of the retired professional.
He had learned the skills through experience. He tried to make
sound effect based on what he has watched as a voice actor. He
shared his dramatic personal experiences. He always tried to read
the face of the director and the voice actors in order to know
whether his sound effect was correct or not. It has passed 4 years
and Bernard complimented his creative expressions through sound
effects without stage directions.
In the Philippines, the sound effect man should do vocal mimicry.
He should imitate the bird song, and animal howling. When I asked
him what sound he lided most, he responded saying his favorite
sound was sound of loving and fighting.
He immediately kissed the back of his hand, started making heavy
breathing. Then he stroked a fighting pose and made sound of
exchanging blows. He performed as if he was possessed.
'Whenever I make sound effects, I bring forth the scene which I
have experienced..
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The Catholic and Christian Awards
in Sri Lanka

For the hideous sound, I recall the sound that I heard of the howling
of the wind when I lost my way in the deep mountain in my
childhood. For the sound of the horse running, I think of riding horse
in my country. For the fighting sound, I recall my fighting
experience with others' he said.
All his experiences and imaginations might have been transformed
into the sound effects. Each of his sound effects contains the trace
of his life.
After meeting him, I began to think again : 'Sound effects have
influenced the sound effect man a lot. Sound connotes many things”

The 'Catholic and Christian Awards Ceremony' was organised by
SIGNIS Sri Lanka for the first
time in the history of the Catholic
th
Church in Sri Lanka on the 6 December 2018.
Film makers, script writers, actors, drama artists, musicians and
people working in the field of art and culture in the Island
participated in the ceremony.
Signis Sri Lanka and the Catholic Church of Sri Lanka feels truly
proud in recognising people who have made immense contribution
in the field of media in the country.
All who attended the programme were much appreciative of the
concept and the way it was organised in a professional manner. Our
heartfelt appreciation and congratulations to Fr. Lal Pushpadewa
and his team for working tirelessly for the success of the
programme.
- Media News

- Seung-wal Francis Kim (SIGNIS Asia Treasurer)
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From the Editor
A Note from the Editor
Dear SIGNIS Friends,
Greetings!
Thanks for your continued support and cooperation. Do share about your
activities in SAF. We look forward to your support in 2019 too. Behalf of
Signis Asia Board, let me wish you all a VERY HAPPY AND A PROMISING
NEW YEAR 2019! May the New Year bring lots energy, spirit, enthusiasm
and strength into our media ministry!
Let us continue our mission of creating a culture of peace in the society
through media and communications with renewed strength and spirit!
Happy New Year!

Dr. Magimai Pragasam
Editor, Signis Asia Focus.
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